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Microsoft’s successful shift to the cloud has 
been well-covered by analysts. However, they 
concentrated on the battle for supremacy 
amongst the global giants – Amazon, Google, 
Oracle, and Microsoft – on the core 
infrastructure of cloud. 

In my 35 years in the industry, I have never been 
more excited by what lies ahead. By combining 
the massive computing power of the cloud with 
increasingly connected and powerful business 
applications, Microsoft is creating possibilities 
that could only have been dreamt about just a 
few years ago. 

What has been less understood is the extent to 
which Microsoft’s broader cloud business 
platform and products really distinguish them 
from their competition, giving Microsoft what I 
believe is a winning combination for business 
clients.  



For sa.global, the potential to leverage this 
combination of the cloud and the Microsoft 
business platform to build immersive and 
impactful business solutions for our clients is 
what has us so excited about our future as a 
Microsoft partner and what we can deliver for 
our clients.

With evergreen and empower, we believe that we 
have come a long way in achieving this objective 
and truly delivering on the promise of cloud. We 
are able to do this because we are building on 
top of what Microsoft already delivers; and not 
building from scratch. The ability to extend, 
adapt, and combine products and technologies 
in unique ways means that we can deliver a 
product suite which we believe is superior in 
many fundamental ways from the competing 
products that are delivered by legacy vendors 
who are many times larger than ourselves.

Since we began on this journey almost two years 
ago with the acquisition of the LexisOne solution 
from LexisNexis, our objective has been to 
harness our domain knowledge and technical 
skills to build a platform for professional services 
and legal �rms which will be a game changer in 
these industries.   

We are incredibly excited about these new 
products and our partnership with Microsoft. So 
are our clients. And we hope you will be too.
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Changing the way you work

A family of native cloud applications, evergreen + empower are built from the ground up to 
leverage Microsoft Dynamics 365, Azure, and the entire Microsoft Platform. They even 
integrate with your familiar productivity apps in Microsoft 365. And from this point of view, the 
range of possibilities is much wider. The result: A combination that offers a dramatically 
updated experience, which is uni�ed, adaptable, intelligent, and modern.  

We de�ne evergreen as the processing and transactional engine for core functions like 
Project Management, Time and Billing, CRM, Scheduling, and Onboarding. The empower 
suite complements it with a rich, interactive, and adaptable user experience based on the 
various roles in a typical services organization that completely adapts to how you work. 

sa.global's next-generation Professional Services Automation solutions – evergreen + 
empower – are set to change the way you work. Imagine having a solution that delivers agility, 
access to the right information, and continual collaboration – all on a single platform. These 
advantages barely scratch the surface of what is possible with evergreen + empower. 

Good alone, great together

While evergreen + empower are designed to function on their own, they work even better 
together. This means that you can deploy evergreen or empower either independently from 
each other, fully integrated, or integrated to your current �nance, billing, or CRM solutions. 
Our goal is to “meet you where you are”.  

But the ability to extend our solutions does not stop there. You can use the Microsoft Power 
Platform to safely build custom and automated experiences around your data and processes, 
with zero to minimal coding.  
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Transactional Layer
Driving business excellence and growth

User Experience
Enriching and enhancing the user experience 

Accounts Payable/Receivable  
Billing
Budgeting
Collections
Complex Rate Structures
Financial Reporting
Expense Management
Foreign Exchange Management
General Ledger
Global Financial Management
Intercompany
New Business Intake
Work In Progress Management

empower your �rm
   Analytics and Insights
   Reporting
   Workflow and Automation

empower your people
   AI Powered Virtual Assistants
   Collaborative tools
   Productivity Business Apps

empower your business development
   Business and Mobile apps
   Customer Relationship Management
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Dynamics 365 Finance
Dynamics 365 Project Operations

Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement, 
Power Platform, Power BI, Teams, Of�ce 365



The Microsoft ecosystem

Working in silos between disparate systems is ineffective and time-consuming. So why not 
have your system accommodate the way you work instead of the other way around? 

This is the key difference between having separate functions versus creating automated, 
integrated, and intelligent capabilities that ef�ciently connect your teams, clients, and 
business processes to drive greater ef�ciency, better insights, and enhanced client service to 
help your business grow.

The idea of the Microsoft ecosystem is to integrate diverse systems under one platform. 
Since evergreen and empower are built on the Microsoft Cloud Platform, these applications 
not only combine all your core functions but also integrate your data, business logic, and 
processes. 

A single platform

Microsoft
Dynamics 365
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One version of the truth in the cloud

Central to Microsoft Dynamics 365 is the common data service 
(CDS) and its common data model (CDM) schema. This 
provides a foundation for data integration across all Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 applications and services, productivity and 
collaboration apps in Microsoft 365, as well as your in-house 
and even SaaS applications in other clouds.

CDS and CDM allow your apps and processes to interact with 
a single set of data and business logic. All this runs in Microsoft 
Azure, providing consistency and transparency in how data is 
de�ned, and this is shared by all the Dynamics 365 
applications, Microsoft 365, the Power Platform, and of course 
evergreen and empower. In short, the one version of truth that 
you wish for.

Your business does not just exist in your business 
management system. Your business information is also living in 
emails, �les, add-on solutions, reporting solutions and in your 
employee’s communications. How do you tie together this 
patchwork of multiple systems and pockets of disconnected 
data? 
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evergreen and empower offer the distinction 
of being “true cloud”. So, what does that 
mean? For starters, these applications are 
designed for the cloud. But what makes true 
cloud more exciting is the control you have 
over the move to the cloud. Aptly described 
by Microsoft as “cloud on your terms”.  

evergreen and empower put your organization 
at the center of the cloud strategy and give 
you complete control over the cloud – your 
data, scalability, costs, data residency, 
customizations, con�gurations, integrations, 
and what services you might want to use 
today or in the future in the Azure Cloud.

The cloud that works for you

A true cloud 
solution
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Shared 
Tenant

Private
Tenant

Your Data: Access and Residency

Scalability / Cost Control

3rd Party Systems and Integrations

Customizations and Con�gurations

200+ Azure Services

Other Proserv solution 
vendors control

Your Data: Access and Residency

Scalability / Cost Control

3rd Party Systems and Integrations

Customizations and Con�gurations

200+ Azure Services

 sa.global empowers 
you to control

Firm 
Controlled

Vendor 
Controlled



Microsoft Azure: Better business sense

As evergreen and empower are built on Microsoft Azure, you gain both – a trusted platform 
and a broad ecosystem of services. And since these solutions natively integrate with your 
familiar productivity apps in Microsoft 365, you get a uni�ed way to manage users and 
services. This combination offers a dramatically updated experience, which is uni�ed, 
adaptable, intelligent, and modern. 

Being true cloud solutions, evergreen and empower are continuously enhanced and updated, 
thus eliminating the need for disruptive upgrades and ensuring that your organization is 
always up-to-date with the latest technologies and innovations. Which is why we say that 
evergreen and empower are the only solutions you will ever need! 
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Built around 
Design Principles

Works how and where you work

This adaptability also extends to how your users want to 
work. We have rearchitected the solution on design principles 
based on a careful evaluation of the various personas in a 
typical professional services organization and the ideal 
environment for the tasks that they need to perform.

And �nally, by deploying evergreen and empower within 
Microsoft Teams, the solution is embedded where YOU work 
and spend most of your time with your peers and your clients. 
This means you do not have to change screens to execute 
tasks, thereby increasing your productivity and focus.

The evergreen and empower applications are adaptable to 
your general business as well as your speci�c needs. Our 
goal is to “meet you where you are” and therefore, each 
application has been designed to work great on its own, so 
that you can decide which one to start with, and at the same 
time, each is designed to work even better together. 

No-code apps to enhance your solution 

Improve the user experience for employees and clients 
across the system landscape with the ability to deploy apps 
in Microsoft Teams, the browser, or a mobile device.

Use the Microsoft Power Platform to quickly develop no-code 
solutions using a point and click interface similar to 
PowerPoint and Vizeo. 





evergreen and empower leverage the power of AI, cognitive services, graph technology, 
and Microsoft Power BI to help your organization:

Derive actionable business insight to drive decisions by leveraging dashboards and 
data visualization. 

Remove the cost and burden of low-value, repetitive tasks with proactive and reactive 
virtual assistants.

Predict potential business outcomes across various �nancial scenarios such as cash 
flow, project and �rm wide pro�tability.

The magic of AI 
 and

predictive analytics



Setting your 
business FREE

evergreen and empower are built to deliver success for your business. We do this by driving 
growth and innovation while connecting productivity experiences with business processes and 
data. Our technology platform is built on four pillars setting you FREE to focus on what is 
important to you and your organization.



mailto: info@saglobal.com
https://www.saglobal.com/about-us/talk-to-us.html
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